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Ocean basin evolution since Pangea breakup

1. GPlates is open-source software for reconstruction of plate motions and
kinematics at boundaries;
2. This tool will become increasingly useful for industry in its exploration efforts.


Source: R. Dietmar Muller et al. (2016): Ocean Basin evolution and Global-Scale Plate Reorganisation Events
since Pangea Breakup. Annu. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 44: 107-38

Challenge: How do we use and go beyond the 1st order global plate
motion model to better understand prospectivity at a basin scale;

The approach will depend on how well the model predicts regional
geology. (For New Zealand, there is an issue about the location of the
mid-Cenozoic plate boundary);

In this talk we explore this issue via:


Step 1. Identification of a L. Eocene – Oligocene foredeep in eastern
Taranaki Basin;



Step 2. Mapping of the extent of the paired foreland basin - thrustbelt by numerical modelling;



Step 3. The building of a new regional plate motion model for the
Southwest Pacific region using Gplates software that incorporates
two plate boundaries through New Zealand, one aged 40 - 27 Ma
and another 27 Ma – Present Day.

Step 1
1. What is the character of
the Eo-Oligocene plate
boundary south of Taranaki
basin;
2. Note the extensive EoOligocene sea floor in
Emerald Basin, south of NZ,
but it has been deformed
and offset by Neogene
oblique shortening, which
complicates location of
the pole(s) of rotation;
3. This sector of the plate
boundary was a spreading
centre during the L.
Eocene – Oligocene
(Anomaly 18 – 8);
4. Subsequently (Neogene)
this Macquarie spreading
centre was replaced by a
new subduction zone plate
boundary.


Source: redrawn from Keller (1994)

1.
2.
3.



Restoration of Neogene displacement on the modern plate boundary shows that
spreading was symmetric about the spreading centre from 40 - 30 Ma (An 18 -11);
Seafloor spreading passed northward into a zone of continental rifting in Westland, western
Southland and Nelson (Challenger Rift System);
Where was the northern end of the continental rift system and what was its tectonic
character?

Source: redrawn from Keller (2004)

1. This reconstruction shows Keller’s
(2004) pole positions describing L.
Eocene (An18 – An15) – Early
Oligocene (An15 – An 11) seafloor
spreading, and associated
uncertainty ellipses;
2. Derivation of kinematic data from
these poles implies extension as
far north as East Cape;
3. Others have pointed out L.
Eocene uplift and erosion on the
Manaia Anticline in the Kupe
(Strogen et al., 2014) and Kapuni
fields (Voggerreitter, 1993),
indicative of shortening strain;
4. We have explored for 1st order
evidence of L. Eocene and
Oligocene shortening in Taranaki
Basin from the thickness
distribution of formations.



Source: redrawn from Keller (1994)

Kaimiro-Turi Formations (56-42 Ma)

1. This is an isopach map from
well data for Kaimiro and Turi
formations of Early to Middle
Eocene age;
2. There is some thickening into
Taranaki Fault, but it does not
define a foredeep, nor imply
reverse faulting on Taranaki
Fault during this interval.

Mangahewa – Turi Fmns (42-34 Ma)
1. This isopach map for the L.
Eocene Mangahewa-Turi
section shows significant
thickening towards
Taranaki Fault, consistent
with foredeep geometry
and loading across
Taranaki Fault;
2. Contours may not actually
close against Taranaki Fault
in the north as drawn –
there is a lack of holes and
hence thickness data;
3. The thickness contours do
close against Taranaki Fault
south to Tahi-1, south of
which the Strogen et al.
(2014) paleogeographic
map for the Late Eocene
shows extensional basins;
4. This implies a transition from
extension to shortening
strain near Tahi-1 latitude.

Matapo Sandstone Member (30-29 Ma)
1. Matapo Sandstone is a very
thin (5 - 20 m-thick)
condensed section, and its
distribution marginally
thickens eastward across
Taranaki Peninsula;
2. Matapo Sandstone
indicates a marked
reduction in subsidence
and terrigenous
sedimentation for about
5 m.y.;
3. This implies that reverse
faulting and loading across
Taranaki Fault reduced
during the Early Oligocene;
4. This suggests that the
contemporary pole of
rotation migrated to a
latitude north of Taranaki
Peninsula, resulting in
neutral strain.

Otaraoa Formation (29-25 Ma)
1. This is an isopach map for
the Late Oligocene (29-25
Ma) Otaraoa Formation;

2. It shows that marked
asymmetric subsidence
and sedimentation
resumed during the Late
Oligocene, driven by
loading across Taranaki
Fault;
3. The foredeep still had
limited width and length,
however;
4. This indicates that during
29-25 Ma the pole
migrated south of its 30 Ma
position, resulting in
shortening strain as far
south as Tahi-1.

Tikorangi Formation (25-23 Ma)
1. This is an isopach map for
Tikorangi Formation, which
accumulated during the
latest Oligocene 25-23 Ma;
2. Its thickness distribution is
complicated by lateral and
vertical transitions into other
formations, not fully
accounted for in this map;
3. Nevertheless, it shows
widening and southward
lengthening of the foredeep
during the latest Oligocene;
4. This indicates that the
contemporary pole
migrated farther away from
Taranaki Basin during 25-23
Ma, giving rise to more
shortening across Taranaki
Fault.

1. Is Late Eocene – Oligocene
shortening strain in Taranaki
Basin consistent with the
strain at that time farther
north?
2. Numerous intrabasin folds
of Late Eocene and
Oligocene age have been
mapped in Reinga Basin
by Bache et al (2012);
3. The magnitude of
shortening is more marked
than in Taranaki Basin,
consistent with its greater
distance from
contemporary poles;



Source: Bache et al (2012)

30 Ma

Review of the Location and
character of the L. Eocene –
Oligocene plate boundary:
1. This map shows a Southwest Pacific
reconstruction at 30 Ma and the
location of the L. Eocene – Oligocene
Australia-Pacific plate boundary;
2. It extended from Emerald Basin to
New Caledonia;

3. Along its length it transitioned from
sea floor spreading in Emerald Basin
to continental rifting in South Island, to
shortening in Taranaki and Reinga
basins, to intra-oceanic subduction in
the New Caledonia Subduction Zone
(of Schellart 2006);
4. Did the plate boundary indeed pass
through Taranaki Basin?
5. Is the foredeep structure paired with a
thrust belt to the east of it indicating
reverse displacement on Taranaki
Fault and loading across it?


Source: van de Lagemaat et al. (in prep.)

Velocity model animation

To map the thrust-belt, we have built a numerical model for 40 - 27 Ma using rotation poles, imposed a
velocity boundary along Taranaki Fault, and from the model have calculated the velocity field.

1. This is a
cumulative strain
map for 40-34 Ma
derived from the
velocity field for
the same interval;
2. Please ignore the
boundary effects
not yet edited out;

3. Green area = the
continental rift
system;
4. Red area =
distribution of
shortening strain,
interpreted as a
thrust-belt east of
Taranaki Fault.

1.

The same cumulative
strain map (40-34 Ma),
corresponding to the
age of Mangahewa –
Turi formation
(Isopach map inset);

2.

The thrust-belt
parallels the
foredeep, implying
reverse faulting and
loading across
Taranaki Fault.

1.

Cumulative strain
map for 34-30 Ma,
corresponding to the
age of Matapo
Sandstone (Isopach
map inset);

2.

Despite the minimal
thickness of Matapo
Sandstone, the thrustbelt is present east of
Taranaki Peninsula.

1.

2.
3.

This is the same strain
map as in the
previous slide (for 3430 Ma, Matapo
Sandstone Mb).
Polar diagram (inset)
shows vectors for 40 34, 30 and 28 Ma;
It shows that during
34-30 Ma, versus 4034 Ma, the thrust-belt
was obliquely
convergent, meaning
less loading across
Taranaki Fault, with
the vector becoming
convergent again
after 30 Ma.

1.

Cumulative strain
map for 30-27 Ma
during early
accumulation of
Otaraoa Fmn.
(Isopach map inset);

2.

The southern extent
of the thrust-belt
matches the extent
of the contemporary
foredeep.

1.

Cumulative strain
map for 27-23 Ma
during accumulation
of the lower part of
Tikorangi Fmn
(Isopach map inset);

2.

The thrust-belt is at its
most southern extent
and the foredeep
expanded into a
wider foreland basin.

30 Ma

Taranaki Basin’s place within
the regional plate boundary
system:
1. A paired foreland basin - thrustbelt occurred from Taranaki Basin
north to Reinga Basin during the
Late Eocene and mid-Oligocene
(40-27 Ma);
2. This zone of shortening was the
expression of the southern end of
a long convergent plate
boundary system;
3. Farther south, this plate boundary
transitioned into a continental rift
system and then seafloor
spreading centre;
4. How does this 40 - 27 Ma plate
boundary relate to the modern
plate boundary, which formed
during 27 Ma to the present?



Source: van de Lagemaat et al. (in prep.)

The modern plate boundary at 25 Ma:
30 Ma
Ma
25

1. This map shows a tectonic
reconstruction of the southwest Pacific
region at 25 Ma:
2. At about 27 Ma, the New Caledonia
Subduction Zone closed down and the
Tonga-Kermadec-Hikurangi Subduction
Zone formed;
3. The Hikurangi margin linked to the
Alpine Fault, cutting across and
reversing-out much of the prior
extension within the Challenger Rift
System;



Source: van de Lagemaat et al. (2016)

4. The following animation is an 80 Ma to
Present Day reconstruction of the
Southwest Pacific region built in
GPlates software taking into account
the complex sea floor spreading,
volcanic arc formation and subduction
zone rollback north and east of North
Island.

GPLATES MOVIE

Late Cretaceous – Present Day tectonic reconstruction of the Southwest Pacific region built in GPlates
software. Source: van de Lagemaat et al. (2016 in prep.)

Conclusions:
1. A paired foreland basin - thrust-belt of L. Eocene – mid-Oligocene age (40 –
27 Ma) has been mapped and modelled from Taranaki Basin north to
Reinga Basin;
2. This zone of shortening was the expression within continental crust of the
New Caledonia Subduction Zone, both verging east;
3. Taranaki Basin and its thrust-belt were the plate boundary zone; that is,
Taranaki Fault did not form during the L. Eocene as a back-thrust to
Hikurangi margin, as previously suggested;
4. It follows that during the Cenozoic there were two plate boundaries through
continental New Zealand;
(i)

A 40 - 27 Ma boundary lay between Emerald Basin
and New Caledonia;

(ii) The modern plate boundary dates from 27 Ma and
lies east of North Island (Hikurangi margin) and west of
south Island (Puysegur margin), having formed to
accommodate 800 km of dextral displacement through
the region;

